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	Beginning iOS Cloud and Database Development gets you started with building apps that use Apple's iCloud. You'll learn the techniques which will enable you to devise and create iOS apps that can interact with iCloud servers. From the basics up, you'll progressively learn how to configure your app for iCloud, upload and download files, implement revisions, add conflict resolution policies, and work with custom documents.

	

	There's more! You'll learn how to integrate iCloud with Core Data based applications. Besides technical advice, you'll find suggestions and best practices to design the interaction of iCloud-driven applications.

	

	According to many industry sources, analysts, and shows, Apple will rely more and more on iCloud or web apps in the cloud to store and stream data-intensive media and other kinds of apps. As the majority of apps use some sort of data—and that only will grow as apps become more complex with rich and streaming media—this book shows developers how to create apps for iCloud, Apple's new cloud computing storage and data service.


	What youÂ’ll learn

	
		How to use, design, and develop for iCloud, including iOS data-driven apps, media apps and more
	
		How to work with documents in iCloud
	
		How to create custom documents in iCloud       
	
		How to work with Core Data and iCloud



	Who this book is for


	This book is for iOS developers who want to build apps for or that use the new iCloud platform.


	Table of Contents

	
		Cloud Database Development: The Basics
	
		Introduction to The Cloud
	
		Applications for the Cloud
	
		Basic Setup of iCloud and Key-Value Storage
	
		iCloud Document Storage with Core Data and UIDocument
	
		iCloud with Core Data   
	
		Connections, Testing, and Submission for Apple
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Obstetrics in Family Medicine: A Practical Guide (Current Clinical Practice)Humana Press, 2006


	A few years ago, a medical student who was working with me was struck

	by a car while crossing the street during her lunch hour. Because she could

	not walk after the accident, she was taken to the emergency department for

	evaluation, which included an x-ray of her leg. I met her there just as the

	radiologist was informing her...
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PHP Ajax CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Ajax is the necessary paradigm in Web 2.0 sites. Most Web 2.0 sites are built with PHP and Ajax. Extending Ajax is about delivering front-end services for accessing back-end services in PHP in a quick and easy manner. With this book in hand, you will learn how to use the necessary tools for Ajaxification of websites and iPhones.

...
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Peak: The New Science of Athletic Performance That is Revolutionizing SportsChelsea House Publications, 2019

	
		An integrated and personalized approach to health, nutrition, training, recovery, and mindset

	
		There is a new revolution happening in sports as more and more athletes are basing their success on this game-changing combination: health, nutrition, training, recovery, and mindset. Unfortunately, the...
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Project Management for Telecommunications ManagersSpringer, 2003
This book on Project Management is intended as a quick reference
covering important aspects of project management that should be understood
by managers in the telecommunications environment.

This book is organized with an introduction, which introduces the value
chain in telecommunications and illustrates the type of...
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Managementorientiertes IT-Controlling und IT-Governance (German Edition)Springer, 2012

	IT-Controlling und IT-Governance sind wesentliche Erfolgsfaktoren, um den ökonomischen Mehrwert der IT zu erhöhen. Das Werk vermittelt die theoretischen Grundlagen in diesem Bereich und zeigt mit zahlreichen Beispielen, wie es in der Praxis umgesetzt wird.
...
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iOS 4 Programming Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch AppsO'Reilly, 2011

	
		You can build a variety of amazing apps on the iOS platform—and every one of them presents a unique set of problems. With the recipes in this cookbook, you'll go beyond theory to solve the vexing, real-life issues you’re likely to face when creating apps for the iPhone, iPad, or iPod Touch. Each recipe provides a...
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